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LOOKING TO SUNDAY® 
Sunday, November 8, 2020 

The Thirty-Second Sunday in Ordinary Time 
This email, entitled Looking to Sunday®, focuses on one or more of the scripture readings for the coming 
Sunday. It prepares readers to hear God’s Word at Mass and it offers a point of reflection to consider in 

the days leading to Sunday. Looking to Sunday is written by Father Tom Iwanowski. 
Looking to Sunday has been published for more than eleven years. 

 

WISE OR FOOLISH 
 

Why are some people wise and other people foolish? 
 

That question might come to mind as we hear the parable in this Sunday’s Gospel (Matthew 
25:1-13) about ten virgins sent to light the path for an expected bridegroom. 
 

Five of the women are called wise since they bring extra oil for their lamps, while the other five 
are described as foolish since they bring no additional fuel. 
 

When the bridegroom finally arrives and it is time to light the lamps, the foolish ones discover 
their lamps have too little oil. As they race into town to buy oil, the groom arrives.  
 

Those with their lamps burning brightly welcome the groom and the door to the banquet hall is 
then shut behind them as they enter. When the foolish virgins finally appear and seek entrance 
to the feast, the groom dismissively says, “I do not know you.” 
 

So why did five women act wisely and bring extra oil and the other five did not? 
 

Perhaps the answer might be found in the advice they received when they were told to wait for 
the groom. 
 

The ones who brought extra oil might have been advised that bridegrooms, and brides too, 
have schedules of their own. They can delay their entrance if they wish since the celebration 
cannot begin without them. So be prepared, bring extra oil for your lamps. 
 

Those who relied only on the oil in their lamps may have heard that same advice and ignored it. 
Or they may have been advised that additional oil was not necessary since they would only be 
standing in the dark for a few minutes.  
 

Good advice received and followed led to five virgins being considered wise. And bad advice led 
to the other women being considered foolish. 
 

Whether we are wise or foolish also depends upon the quality of the advice we receive and 
follow. That is true in our everyday lives and it is particularly true in our spiritual lives. 
The wise advice that reveals how to live a holy, fulfilling, and joyful life is found in the Gospels 
and in the Church.  
 

The Gospels give us the teaching and example of Jesus Christ, “the way, the truth, and the life.” 
He is God’s wisdom made visible; he reveals how human life is to be lived.   
 

Then in the teachings of the Church, we have the accumulated wisdom of the billions of 
Christians who have gone before us during the past 2,000 years.  
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As our First Reading (Wisdom 6:12-16) tells us such wisdom is “resplendent and unfading” and 
is “found by those who seek her.”  
 

While the wise follow that good advice, the foolish ignore that instruction and follow the advice 
of the world. 
 

The world advises us to live for today, to place our needs above those of others, to make 
ourselves the arbiters of what is true and good, to imitate the celebrities of the moment, and to 
dismiss eternity and judgment as quaint notions unsuited to a secular age that has no need of 
God. 
 

In Sunday’s Gospel, five virgins act wisely and are admitted to the wedding banquet, while the 
five who act foolishly find themselves looking at a locked door. 
 

If we are to be admitted and judged worthy of a place at God’s heavenly banquet we need to 
act according to the advice and wisdom given us by Christ and his Church. 
 

Otherwise, we may find ourselves hearing the words addressed to the foolish virgins of the 
Gospel, “Amen, I say to you, I do not know you.” 
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